Dear Doctoral Candidates,

For quite a few years, we’ve been using this newsletter to inform you about events and services that may be relevant to you once a month. From now on, you may hear from us more often. The MIN Graduate Center is now on Twitter!

**Our Twitter account** [@MINGZunihh](https://twitter.com/MINGZunihh) will serve two purposes. For one, we would like to be able to keep you up-to-date on interesting events, important deadlines, and ongoing developments more frequently. Moreover, we’d like to hear from you! Please feel free to interact, comment on our tweets, ask questions, retweet us, and let us know what kind of content you’d like to see.

Until then, we hope you enjoy the sunny weather!

Your MIN Graduate Center

---

**Follow us on Twitter and win a fantastic prize!**

Another great reason to follow us [@MINGZunihh](https): *We’re giving away four gift certificates of €40,- each from the Boysen & Mauke bookstore!* The winners will be chosen randomly among everyone who follows us by 15th August 2022.
Good Scientific Practice – October

October 27/28, 2022

Every semester the MIN Graduate Center welcomes all doctoral researchers of the MIN faculty to participate in the seminar on Good Scientific Practice. During this seminar you will discuss:

- Introduction into Good scientific practice
- Misconduct in Research
- Handling Data
- Publication Process and Authorship
- Responsibility of Supervisors and the Supervised
- Conflicts of Interest, Scientific Cooperation
- Resolving Conflicts
- Academic Freedom

Sign up for this seminar to learn more about these and further topics!

Register via Geventis

MIN Buddy Program

Get enrolled in the MIN Buddy Program if you are a doctoral researcher in the MIN faculty for at least 2 semesters and wish to support prospective or new international visiting scholars in the MIN Faculty.

The Buddy program can be approved as one part of the CIC (Certificate Intercultural Competence). You will receive a confirmation of extracurricular activities or voluntary work and can use it for your application for a comprehensive CIC.

Become a Welcome Buddy

WORKSHOPS & NETWORKING EVENTS
UHH Language Center - Placement Exams

*anytime* - *digital*

Universität Hamburg is offering various language courses for students and doctoral researchers. To participate in these courses students need to partake in placement exams. These exams are now being digitally provided and can be taken anytime.

[Language Center Website](#)

HRA 3 Minute Thesis Competition 2022

28th July 2022

180 seconds to present your doctoral thesis – is it possible? In the Three Minute Thesis Competition, doctoral researchers of all disciplines try exactly this. The [HRA Doctoral Council](#) organizes the internationally successful 3MT® for the second time in Hamburg. Developed by The University of Queensland (UQ), the first 3MT® competition took place in 2008 for the first time and is now held in over 600 universities across the globe.

[Participate here](#)

HRA Events Summer Semester 2022

The Hamburg Research Academy’s new semester program is now online and you can register for workshops, information sessions and networking events.

[www.hra-hamburg.de/course-portal](http://www.hra-hamburg.de/course-portal) ]HRA courses

d-fine - Management Consulting (German only)

*ab 14. Juli 2022*

Für Absolventen, die sich für einen Einstieg in die Beratung interessieren, bietet das Management Consulting-Unternehmen d-fine Informationsveranstaltungen (digital und vor Ort) an und steht auch für persönliche Gespräche zu Einstiegs- und Entwicklungsmöglichkeiten zur Verfügung.

[Mehr Informationen hier](#)
Hamburgische Wissenschaftliche Stiftung (German only)

Kurt-Hartwig-Siemers-Wissenschaftspreis


Werner-von-Melle-Preis


Mehr Informationen hier

Research Associate for the Project “Cluster of Excellence Quantum Universe” Machine learning in astro- or particle physics

The Cluster of Excellence “Quantum Universe” performs research to understand mass and gravity at the interface between quantum physics and cosmology. The research team includes leading scientists from mathematics, particle physics, astrophysics, and cosmology at Universität Hamburg and DESY.

We invite applications for a research associate position on the topic of deep learning in particle- and astrophysics.

Apply now
Do you like our newsletter? Forward it to colleagues and friends and invite them to register here.

Do you have suggestions for improvement or ideas what to cover in our newsletter? Let us know at mingz@uni-hamburg.de!

Follow us @MINGZunihh.

Legal